We introduce a multiple subpopulation approach for parallel evolutionary algorithms the migration scheme of which follows a SOM-like dynamics. We succesfully apply this approach to clustering in both VLSI-design and psychotherapy research. The advantages of the approach are shown which consist in a reduced communication overhead between the subpopulations preserving a non-vanishing information°o w.
Introduction
Evolutionary Algorithms (EAs) are a biologically motivated stochastic iterative optimization method. In For a detailed overview we refer to [10] .
Several approaches were developed to improve this basic EA-scheme. Especially, multiple subpopulation approaches are widely considered [4, 11] . Thereby the basic population ¦ is divided into subpopulations ¦ E Thereby, the¯tness function may contain explicit expert knowledge regarding to the optimization task which may be di±cult to code otherwise.
which have more or less communication during the evolution which may be realized as migration [15] .
Yet, high communication frequency causes large e®ort, especially if one uses a multi-processor system for the evaluation in such a way that each subpopulation is evaluated by one processor. However, the high information°ow through the set ¦ of subpopulations increases the genetic diversity which, in general, accelerates the development of the¯tness of the individuals during the¯rst generations. In contradiction, in the convergence phase the problem of homogeneity between the subpopulations may occur. This problem is more relevant for discrete optimization tasks, however it is also addressed elsewhere [4, 10, 11] . On the other hand, if we allow only a small amount of communication the performance of a multi-processor system will be improved. Moreover, because of the relative independence between the subpopulations each of them searches in a different region of the solution space. However, the improvement rate of the¯tness of the individuals during the¯rst generation is reduced which leads, in general, to a lower¯tness. Therefore, in the present contribution we focus on a merging of both strategies. For this purpose we apply the concept of collective learning with a progressing separation during the time development as it is known from the concept of neural maps considered by Kohonen [8] . In addition, we prefer a mixture of both the (¹;¸){ and the (¹ +¸){strategy (in the notation of Schwefel, [13] ) for the selection operator. We show the success of this approach for two real world applications (in the area of VLSI-design and psychotherapy research).
whereby cod (©) is the range of © [7] . For solving the partitioning task an individual in a generation of an EA describes a certain partition.
In the present paper we assume that the number of clusters to be built is prede¯ned as c max . Furthermore, we consider S to be discrete containing s max elements. Then we can take each individual as a string of length s max the components of which contain the cluster index onto which the respective component has to be mapped. Mutation of an individual is de¯ned as a random change of the mapping for a randomly selected individual component and the crossover is a cut of two individuals at the same point followed by crossed sticking together.
EAs with SOM-Like Migration

Scheme
We consider a multiple subpopulation approach whereby a set ¦ of subpopulations ¦ E is arranged on a topological order which is often chosen to be a regular lattice, for instance a ring or a quadratic lattice 2 .
Between these subpopulations a migration scheme was introduced, originally developed by Toth&LÄ orincz [15] 
Applications and Results
Clustering of Psychological Categories
One of the mostly used methods for acquisition of structures of interpersonal relationships in the area of psycho{dynamic psychotherapy research is the method of the 'Core Con°ictual Relationship Theme ' (CCRT) developed by Luborsky [9] . The method investigates so{called relationship{episodes, which are often reported by the patients in their therapeutical sessions. For each of these episodes the components wish of the subject (W), response of the object (RO) and response of the subject (RS) are encoded which then are used to perform the CCRT.
Barber et al. Hence, the task is to reform the clusters of standard categories to improve the reliability. For this purpose several raters judge a large number of episodes and determine the most relevant standard category However, we have to pay attention to the balancing of the clusters which is measured by the variance of the number of the standard categories belonging to the clusters as suggested in [16] . Without this constraint the optimal solution would be to collect all standard categories into only one cluster. Furthermore, some explicitly known therapeutical knowledge about the parallel appearance of standard categories is coded. Both aspects are included in an additional termF. Thus the¯nal¯tness function is obtained by F =F +F : (4.4) The cluster solution found by our approach shows more coherence than the original one from a psychological point of view. The clusters itself are more consistent and, on the other hand, now there is a greater di®erentiation between the clusters in psychological meaning. For a more detailed psychological consideration we refer to [1] . In fact, now all ·{values refer to a clear agreement according to Tab.1 which is a strong improvement.
Here we mention again that we did not use · as¯tness function itself because of the more adequate description (in psychotherapeutic sense) by the conditional probabilities. However, · is the mostly used mathematical measure in psychotherapy research. Hence we have to present it for comparison. 
Concluding Remarks
We have developed a SOM-like migration scheme for multiple subpopulation systems for EAs which is inspired by neuron dynamics of self{organizing maps in the area of neural computation. Thereby the subpopulations are arranged on a topological structure and the possibility for migration depends on the neighborhood rank and decreases during time with a remaining rest probability. Additionally, we have introduced a balance between the classical (¹ +¸){ and (¹;¸){strategy. We successfully applied this approach to two real world data sets from VLSI-design and psychotherapy research and demonstrated its advantages.
